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Abstract—Superscalar out-of-order microarchitectures can be modified to support redundant execution of a program as two concurrent threads for soft-error detection. However, the extra workload from redundant execution incurs a performance penalty due to increased contention for resources throughout the datapath. We present four key parameters that affect performance of these designs, namely 1) issue and functional unit bandwidth, 2) issue queue and reorder buffer capacity, 3) decode and retirement bandwidth, and 4) coupling between redundant threads' instantaneous resource requirements. We then survey existing work in concurrent error detecting superscalar microarchitectures and evaluate these proposals with respect to the four factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A soft error occurs when the voltage level of a digital signal is temporarily disturbed by an unintended mechanism such as radiation, thermal, or electrical noise. Previously, soft errors have been a phenomenon associated with memory circuits, however the diminishing capacitance and noise margins anticipated for future deep-submicron VLSI has raised concerns regarding the susceptibility of logic and flip-flop circuits. Recent studies have speculated that by the next decade, logic and flip-flop circuits could become as susceptible to soft errors as today's unprotected memory circuits [5,8,18]. In light of increasing soft-error concerns, recent research has studied the soft-error vulnerability of the microarchitecture as a whole [11].

Existing designs for soft error detection in the processor use compare execution across replicated lock stepped pipelines within a single core [19], multiple cores in chip multiprocessors [7,10], or multiple processor dies [2,20]. Alternatively, many researchers advocate solutions within the superscalar out-of-order pipelines of modern microprocessors by exploiting idle or underutilized pipeline resources [9,12,13,14,15,16,21,22]. A minimally modified superscalar datapath can support concurrent error detection by executing an application as two independent, redundant threads. This protection requires 1) instructions to be executed redundantly and independently and 2) the redundant outcomes to be compared for correctness. A drawback of this approach is that the doubled workload from redundant execution incurs a significant performance penalty---on the order of 30%---using superscalar datapaths tuned for single threaded execution. Understandably, an application that executes a high number of instructions per cycle (IPC) as a single thread should lose performance when running as two redundant threads on the same datapath. What is less understood is why applications with low IPC as a single thread can still perform poorly as two redundant threads, despite the apparently ample execution resources to support both threads.

In this paper, we first explain the performance bottlenecks of prior designs in a unified framework. We use 2-k factorial analysis to study four superscalar datapath design factors that affect the performance of redundant execution. The first three factors represent the different resources that support high performance execution: 1) issue and functional unit bandwidth, 2) issue queue (ISQ) and reorder buffer (ROB) capacity, and 3) decode and retirement bandwidth. The fourth factor is the design choice of whether to allow the progress of two redundant threads to stagger elastically. We then apply the four performance factors to a survey of six representative microarchitectures within the concurrent error detecting superscalar design space. We classify each microarchitecture according to the four performance factors and summarize the hardware costs.

2. BACKGROUND

In this section, we first define our superscalar microarchitecture model assumptions for the baseline of our study. Next, we explain the extensions to superscalar microarchitectures to execute a program redundantly as two concurrent threads. Finally, we establish the baseline performance penalty of redundant execution.
2.1. SS1: Baseline Superscalar Microarchitecture

The starting point of all soft-error tolerant designs in this paper is a balanced superscalar speculative out-of-order microarchitecture. We assume a conventional wide-issue design where

1. architectural register names are renamed onto a large physical register file
2. an issue queue provides an out-of-order window for dataflow-ordered instruction scheduling over a mix of functional units (FUs)
3. a reorder buffer tracks ordering and execution status for all in-flight instructions
4. a load/store queue (LSQ) holds speculative memory updates and manages out-of-order memory operations

Figure 1(a) shows the baseline microarchitecture with the key datapath elements and their interconnections. Table 1 lists the salient parameters assumed for this paper. The settings in Table 1 are extrapolated from the Alpha EV8 [6]. We refer to this microarchitecture as SS1.

Throughout this paper, we report performance results based on weighted SimPoint regions [17] for 11 integer and 14 floating-point SPEC2K benchmarks running their first reference input (we exclude the integer benchmark mcf from our study because it is insensitive to all design parameters in this paper). Average IPCs over multiple benchmarks are computed as harmonic means. The performance simulators used in this paper are derived from the sim-outorder/Alpha performance simulator in SimpleScalar 3.0 [4]. For this study, we modify sim-outorder’s stock RUU-based model to support the issue queue-based SS1 datapath, MSHRs and memory bus contention.

2.2. SS2: Symmetric Redundant Execution

Register renaming and dataflow-driven execution in an out-of-order pipeline make possible fine-grain simultaneous execution of independent instruction streams. Figure 1(b) illustrates SS2, a simple approach to execute a program redundantly over the same out-of-order support logic with two data-independent threads [14]. The instruction fetch stream is replicated into an M-thread (main thread) and an R-thread (redundant thread) at the dispatch stage. Register renaming allows the M and R-threads to execute independently in the out-of-order pipeline. Load and store addresses are calculated redundantly, while the memory access required by a load instruction is only performed by the M-thread. A load-value queue [15] retains the returned load value for later consumption by the corresponding load instruction in the R-thread. A single store is retired to the data cache. The redundantly-computed results from each thread are checked against each other, in program order, in the commit stage. If an error is detected, program execution can be restarted at the faulty instruction by triggering a soft-exception. It is important to note that SS2 remains an ‘I’-way issue pipeline, i.e., the ISQ can only issue ‘I’ instructions per cycle, whether from the M-thread or the R-thread. Furthermore, SS2 holds redundant instruction instances in dedicated ISQ and ROB entries, as on SS1.

We assume storage arrays, such as register files, caches and TLBs, are protected against soft-errors by error correcting codes (ECC). We assume the in-order instruction fetch stages can be deeply pipelined to permit their construction on slower, but electrically more robust, circuits. In addition, we assume the less performance-critical finite state machine sequencers (e.g., for state recovery or TLB replacement) can be protected via circuit-level techniques that trade speed for soft-error.

Table 1. Baseline SS1 parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>128-entry ISQ, 512-entry ROB, 64-entry LSQ, 8-way decode, issue, and retirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OoO Core</strong></td>
<td>64K 2-way L1 I/D caches, 64-byte line size, 3-cycle hit, unified 2M 4-way L2, 12-cycle hit, 200-cycle memory access, 32 8-target MSHRs, 4 memory ports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory System</strong></td>
<td>8 IALU (1), 2 IMUL/IDIV (3/19), 2 FALU (2), 2 FMUL/FDIV (4/12), all pipelined except IDIV and FDIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional Units</strong></td>
<td>Combining predictor with 64K gshare, 16K/64K 1st/2nd level PAs, 64K meta table, 2K 4-way BTB, 7 cycle branch misprediction recovery latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Branch Predictor</strong></td>
<td>64K gshare, 16K/64K 1st/2nd level PAs, 64K meta table, 2K 4-way BTB, 7 cycle branch misprediction recovery latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROB</strong></td>
<td>64K 2-way L1 I/D caches, 64-byte line size, 3-cycle hit, unified 2M 4-way L2, 12-cycle hit, 200-cycle memory access, 32 8-target MSHRs, 4 memory ports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISQ</strong></td>
<td>8 IALU (1), 2 IMUL/IDIV (3/19), 2 FALU (2), 2 FMUL/FDIV (4/12), all pipelined except IDIV and FDIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LSQ</strong></td>
<td>Combining predictor with 64K gshare, 16K/64K 1st/2nd level PAs, 64K meta table, 2K 4-way BTB, 7 cycle branch misprediction recovery latency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tolerance. The primary remaining concern is, therefore, in protecting the out-of-order execution pipeline that comprises the functional units, ISQ, LSQ, ROB, etc. Neither information-level nor circuit-level techniques mentioned above are applicable to the out-of-order pipeline due to the pipeline’s extreme performance sensitivity and structural complexity.

2.3. SS2 Performance Penalty

Graphs (a) and (b) in Figure 2 establish the baseline SS2 performance penalty, as compared with SS1, on integer and floating-point benchmarks, respectively. In each graph, the benchmarks are sorted according to their SS1 IPC. The benchmarks are further divided into high-IPC versus low-IPC subsets. Overall, the SS2 IPC is 15% lower than SS1 for integer benchmarks and 32% lower for floating-point benchmarks. As expected, the difference in IPC is more significant for high-IPC benchmarks, however, a clear performance loss, 10% for integer and 31% for floating-point, is also experienced by SS2, even for benchmarks with an SS1 IPC well below four (half the pipeline’s issue width).

3. FACTORIAL DESIGN ANALYSIS

The analysis in this section establishes the importance of individual bottlenecks in SS2, as well as their interactions. The performance difference between SS2 and SS1 cannot be explained by any single bottleneck. The contributing bottlenecks vary from benchmark to benchmark, and even between different phases of the same benchmark. We reduce the factors contributing to performance bottlenecks in SS2 into three resource-related factors and one mechanism-related factor which can be independently applied to the SS2 design:

- **X**: issue width and functional unit bandwidth
- **C**: ISQ and ROB capacity
- **B**: decode and retirement bandwidth
- **S**: staggering redundant threads (mechanism related)

**X-factor**: The X-factor represents the issue and functional unit bandwidth, a limit on raw/peak instruction execution throughput of a superscalar pipeline. We combine issue and functional unit bandwidth into a single factor because they must be scaled together in a balanced design. A fundamental property of the X-factor is that if an application on average consumes more than one-half of the issue and functional unit bandwidth in SS1, the same application cannot achieve the equal performance in SS2. In designs which directly address the X-factor, the functional unit count and issue bandwidth double, with corresponding increases in die area from more functional units, increased bypass paths, and additional issue logic complexity.

**C-factor**: The C-factor represents the ISQ and ROB capacity. The C-factor governs a pipeline’s ability to exploit instruction-level parallelism (ILP) by executing instructions out-of-order. Again, we combine the ISQ and ROB capacity into a single factor because they are scaled together in commercial designs. Sharing the ISQ and ROB between two threads has the same effect as halving the out-of-order window size. ISQ and ROB capacity are important to the low-IPC benchmarks because these benchmarks may require the full capacity of the ISQ and ROB to extract maximally the available instruction level parallelism. Although it would be expensive to achieve “SS2+C” by physically doubling the capacity of the ISQ and ROB, we discuss microarchitectural techniques to achieve the same effect in the context of redundant execution.

**B-factor**: The B-factor represents the various bandwidth limits at the interface to the ISQ and ROB. These include the decode bandwidth, the completion bandwidth and the retirement bandwidth. In SS2, these bandwidth limits impose a bottleneck because they must be shared between the redundant M- and R-threads. We expect the B-factor to have

![Fig. 2. Performance impact of redundant execution on SS2.](image-url)
the least observed impact on SS2 performance, because in a balanced design the X and C factors are generally tuned to become limiting factors before saturating the other bandwidth limits. In designs that relax the B-factor, the effective decode and retirement bandwidth available to each thread is doubled.

**S-factor:** Besides the three resource-related factors, we introduce a fourth factor, stagger (S-factor), that improves the performance of SS2 but is not applicable to SS1. Several previous proposals for redundant execution on SMT advocate maintaining a small stagger (128–256 instructions) between the progress of the leading M-thread and the trailing R-thread [15,16]. The stagger serves to hide cache-miss latencies from the R-thread and to allow the M-thread to provide branch prediction information to the trailing thread. Some elasticity between the progress of the two threads also permits better resource scheduling. A benchmark with a low average IPC can include short program phases with high IPC; SS2 bottlenecks during these instantaneous high-IPC regions rob the application of performance which cannot be made up for during later low-IPC regions. Staggering the instantaneous high-IPC regions of the two redundant threads avoids this bottleneck. The reported benefit of allowing stagger is typically around a 10% increase in the IPC of redundant execution [15].

### 3.1. 2-k Factorial Analysis

To examine the SS2 design space systematically, we apply 2-k factorial analysis to the CPI (cycles per instruction) of the sixteen configurations. The 2-k factorial analysis disentangles the performance impact of each factor and identifies the interactions between multiple factors. (Refer to [3] for a detailed explanation of 2-k factorial analysis.) The result of the 2-k factorial analysis is a quantitative measure of the average effect of changing each of the four factors individually. In addition, factorial analysis gives the effect due to interactions when changing any two factors, three factors, or all four factors together. Table 2 summarizes the significant effects (> 3%) for high and low-IPC integer and floating-point benchmarks. For rows showing an individual factor, the value under the “Effect” column shows the average percentage CPI decrease (performance increase) between all configurations with the factor enabled versus all configurations with the factor disabled.

The significant factors to increase performance on high-IPC floating-point benchmarks are X, C and S. In other words, their effects sum nearly linearly when more than one factor is enabled. In another example, the two most significant factors for high-IPC integer benchmarks are X and S. In this case, X and S have a significant and negative interaction. In other words, the effect of implementing both X and S is that the added performance improvement will be less than the simple sum of the two effects and some of the performance gain from X could instead be obtained by adding S. The interactions between the three factors (not shown) are insignificant.

### 4. CONCURRENT ERROR DETECTION DESIGN SPACE

In this section, we survey prior representative concurrent error detecting superscalar microarchitecture proposals and classify their performance with respect to a baseline non-redundant baseline microarchitecture using the four performance factors defined in Section 3. Table 3 summarizes the microarchitectures in terms of the performance factors and presents the performance of an SS2 model that includes those factors, relative to the baseline SS2. We refrain from estimating the performance of DIE [12], because it only partially addresses the X-factor.

#### 4.1. SS2: Dual-Use

A straightforward design for concurrent error detection is the Dual-Use microarchitecture (this corresponds to the SS2 design point discussed earlier) [14]. This design replicating instructions at fetch, decode, rename, and executing the instructions as two symmetric data-independent threads, and comparing each replicated instruction before retirement, as described in Section 2.2. This design splits the fetch, decode and retirement bandwidth between two threads. Furthermore, the two threads must split the queue capacities and share issue bandwidth. Since both threads are considered equally for out-of-order issue, the microarchitecture creates no incentives for stagger between the two threads. The Dual-Use microarchitecture’s key benefits are that it can be implemented with little overhead as a new mode on existing non-redundant microarchitectures and that it supports soft

---

**Table 2. The main factors and interactions that increase performance in redundant execution.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Effect (CPI change)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integer: High</td>
<td>X 17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer: Low</td>
<td>X 5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating-point: High</td>
<td>X 33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating-point: Low</td>
<td>X 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S 17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S 7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X+S -5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C 9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S 6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S+C -3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. This is because CPI is additive when normalized with respect to the instruction count (a constant across the microarchitectures), while IPC is not.
error recovery through the existing exception rollback hardware.

4.2. **SS2+S: SRT**

The Simultaneous and Redundantly Threaded (SRT) proposal relaxes the lockstep fetch, decode, and retirement requirements of SS2 in a simultaneous multithreaded (SMT) processor [15]. SRT fetches redundant threads with a modified ICount fetch policy designed to encourage a stagger between the two threads. The main execution retires instructions and frees out-of-order execution resources ahead of the redundant thread, therefore the stagger is limited by number of values which can be stored for comparison between the two threads. The second execution is assisted by transferring all branch outcomes and load values from the first thread. The two threads split decode and retirement bandwidth, ROB occupancy, and the issue bandwidth. As a result, the primary performance improvement over SS2 is characterized by the stagger between the threads. In addition, the second execution requires less issue bandwidth, because the pre-computed branch outcomes allow it to execute non-speculatively.

4.3. **SS2+X+C+B: DIVA**

The Dynamic Implementation Verification Architecture (DIVA) proposal adds a separate, dedicated in-order checking unit with the retirement phase of a main out-of-order pipeline [1]. Instructions, with their operands from the first execution, re-execute in the checker. Since instructions are neither replicated within the main pipeline nor decoded a second time, DIVA effectively gives full queue capacity and decode bandwidth to both threads. The checker independently issues instructions to a set of dedicated functional units, which also provides full issue bandwidth to each thread. As a result, DIVA incurs a small performance penalty from the checker latency, but adds the hardware cost of a checker unit with its associated functional units, to the microarchitecture.

4.4. **SS2+X: DIE**

The Dual Instruction Execution (DIE) proposal [12] reduces the X-factor losses by eliminating re-execution for some instructions with common opcodes and operands that have already been executed and checked. This elimination is done through an instruction reuse buffer, an added structure that caches the results of recently executed and checked instructions with their operands. For instructions that hit in the reuse buffer during the main thread execution, DIE dissolves the need for redundant issue. For instructions that miss, DIE issues the instruction redundantly, as in SS2. DIE trades issue bandwidth and functional units for the area and complexity overheads associated with integrating an instruction reuse buffer into the core.

4.5. **SS2+C+B: O3RS**

Out-of-order Reliable Superscalar (O3RS) addresses the capacity and bandwidth bottlenecks in SS2 [9]. The microarchitecture replicates the decode mechanism for both threads, but only inserts a single entry for each instruction into an ECC-protected ROB. Thus, it provides the same capacity as SS1. Each instruction in the issue queue and ROB issues twice to the functional units and when both copies have completed, the instruction becomes eligible for retirement. Since only one instruction entry retires, the full per-thread retirement bandwidth is also preserved. However, since both instruction instances must issue before being removed from the ISQ, O3RS cannot support a stagger between the threads without directly increasing the ISQ occupancy.

4.6. **SS2+C+B+S: SHREC**

SHared REsource Checker (SHREC) [21] processes main thread instructions in the out-of-order core and checks the execution in-order checking over a common set of functional units. SHREC fetches and decodes instructions once with slower, pipelined soft error-tolerant circuits. However, it executes instructions once in the main out-of-order pipeline, as done in a baseline superscalar microarchitecture. When instructions have completed main execution, they are reissued, in-order, by a special checker unit during idle main
thread issue slots. As a result, the redundant thread maintains a variable stagger behind the main execution when there is instantaneous contention and issues when resources are free. Furthermore, the threads do not compete for out-of-order queue capacity, because they share a single ROB entry but the R-thread does not use the out-of-order issue queue. When the instruction’s second execution completes, the results are compared with the main execution and instructions retire in-order, as usual.

5. CONCLUSION

In a balanced single-thread superscalar design, supporting a second redundant thread incurs a performance loss due to contention for bandwidth and capacity in the datapath, (e.g., issue bandwidth and the number of functional units, issue queue, reorder buffer size, and decode/retirement bandwidth). Relaxing any single resource bottleneck cannot fully restore the lost performance. On the other hand, it is possible to reclaim significant performance without requiring additional issue and functional unit bandwidth. In this paper, we explored the performance factors in the design space of concurrent error detecting superscalar processors using a 2-k factorial analysis. We surveyed several prior proposals in this design space and classified them over these axes. Overall, an effective design should address all factors in an economical and balanced fashion.
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